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About This Game

Quatros Origins is a block puzzle game that tries to reconnect with the good old days
where classic arcade games were easy to play, but hard to master!

The objective of the game, is to manipulate tetromino- and pentomino blocks, and placing them strategically to make at least
one full horizontal line. At first sight it looks like a 2D game, but with each block you place, the platform will turn ninety

degrees, giving you four playing fields. But every piece will affect every side!

Features and modes

 Normal mode

 Hardcode mode

 Raid mode

 Fixate mode
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 Local Multiplayer, up to four players

 Leaderboard and achievements

 (S)NES controller, keyboard and XBox controller support.

 Keyboard mapping

 Delay and repeat options
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Title: Quatros Origins
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Stijn Van Coillie, Tracy Baeckelandt
Publisher:
God As A Cucumber
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,French,Portuguese
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The Grand-pa of all Men of War.. OK game, OK music, but can't change the view.
(if this ever gets changed, I'll recommend it)

Have a look at Little Racers STREET, then you'll see what I mean.. IGN 9/10. Slightly better than "Big Rigs Over the Road
Racing".

No, seriously this is a pile of dog♥♥♥♥♥♥ I seriously had to look up a guide to learn the controls... This seriously looks like
the mid-term project in a freshmen game design class.. Well it was really hard to decide to recommend this game or not after 10
minutes of gameplay. I like the idea of the game and I'm sure I will play more of this game. So I recommend this game for the
gameplay itself. For the cons, the music is horrible and I find it is missing the basic things as a menu to check your high score.
As soon as it is game over I don't even have a chance to check it. They should place the keyboard settings in the menu so you
don't get confused right away.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5jJKS5mTRlM. not enjoyable. most of the missions center on you holding your position
while monsters spawn more or less infinitely while you run out of ammo.. Such a well made game. Once you learn it, it's hard to
stop replaying it. Decent replayability with party customization, never actually played with default party but whatever. Also
don't listen to the people saying they wish combat would be turn-based. It takes time to master the combat and is easy with one
enemy but once you are in a tense situation with a lot of enemies it is very rewarding.. Build rockets, stick kerbals in them, and
watch them blow up.
Life is good.. I believe that i can see the developer of this game on E3 in 2016 year
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Tried it and couldn't get past the problems. Game is not finished is what I can say. Its another vr with alot of potential but is
rushed out the door. More time spent could have made this great. It definitely has the vibe of alien isolation which is awesome
but again its just not finished. A.I spawn random in front of you for immediate death thats unavoidable and have to start over.
Clipping through walls when locomotion because I hate teleporting. Bad textures unless you use ultra settings. Dont even try
anything below like many have said its super blurry without it making it almost unplayable or enjoyable.

Again more time spent and these coulda have been a great vr title.

Were all craving vr content but we all don't need a bad game too.. Subtitles are sloppy. They appear early and contain spelling
errors. Sometimes appear too quickly. Do not recommend.

Addendum: The description says it's in 1080p, but the video resolution is actually nothing but an upscale from SD! This is really
unbelievable, and possibly illegal. Going to contact Steam support about this.. Quick Summary:
This game is an amazing VR sword fighting experience. If you've every wanted VR Sword Fighting game or a game to make
you feel like a gladiator, this is it. It has very few, minor bugs and the two-handed weapon support isn't the best but keep in
mind, this is made by 1 person who as far as I'm concerned, still working on it to this day. The developer keeps in touch with the
community which is very rare to see these days too.

Nittpicks:
Every game has nittpicks of sorts and Gladius is no different, it has a lot of minor issues that can easily be worked around but
might provide a minor inconvience at times, here's a quick list of some of them I find:
-Being kicked through walls and having to manually walk out of the wall IRL
-Being hit without animations playing (very very rare)
-Physics of certain weapons (The flail ends up causing the target to ragdoll half way across the map)
-Gravity isn't the best
-Two handed weapons are very, very weird (range sometimes doesn't hit, the handle sometimes counts as hitting, the way it
moves is odd, and a few more).
-When pulling a weapon out of a body you sometimes pick the weapons up backwords for some reason.
These are all very minor and can be easily overlooked if you're not a super nittpicky kinda guy, do keep in mind however, it's all
one guy.

The Developer:
The developer is only one guy and you have to keep that in mind with the amount of work put into this game, and this is just
early access. One thing this amazing dev does is keeps in touch with his community, you can see on his updates he replies to a
lot of the posts made on them whether they're suggestions, feedback, etc. Since it's just one man, who has a life keep in mind,
updates are a little slow but I think it's justified. If you're reading this VirtualAge, keep up the great work and this amazing game
just might be one of the greats of VR to be remembered.

Variety:
There are a lot, and I mean a lot of weapons, shield and armors to get. Each weapon has a different damage value to it and feel
when swinging it, it makes it feel like you're actually swinging the weapon.
The amount of different scenarios you are put in is quite vast for just $15 and 1 developer. You can be on the seas (stadium with
water), a regular coliseum, or a mummified crypt which, not gonna lie actually gave me a slight spook the first time haha.
Gamemodes are something very interesting, when I got this game I just thought It was gonna be a slight fighting scenario here
and there but to my amazement there's stuff like chariot races too which is very unique and fun to play. I'll admit, at time the
controls can be a bit janky on the horses but that's about it.

The Crowd:
Something quite interesting I didn't think I would see was a crowd, you can hear cheering and even interact with the crowd.
Without the crowd this game is quite difficult to get past as you're gonna need the food, trust me. When playing it makes you
feel as if you're actually fighting in front of people, cheering for you which is something many games fail to do!

Swords Fighting:
The sword fighting in this game is rather good but lacks in a few things, I'll leave a pro and con table just to give you an idea.
Pros:
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-Realistic swinging
-Hitboxes are rather good
-Blocking is very realistic as you have to block the swing itself not just wildly shove your shield to your face
-Dismemberment (This one speaks for itself and is an amazing feature ;) )
-Armor makes the enemys feel as if they have actual armor rather than it just being cosmetics
Cons:
-Janky two-handed weapons (As explained in nittpicks)
-The hitboxes sometimes bug out and when it looks like you hit, you didn't
-Swings very rarely go through your shield, block
The cons list is very short but at times can really get you frustrated at time, I think the pros outrule the cons in here though.

Overall:
This is an amazing game I recommend it, especially for $15! While somethings can be slightly annoying it's pretty much
overruled over the vast amount of stuff this game has to offer. I found this game much more appealing in my opinion than Blade
and Sorcery and would rather this than it, just my opinion though.

Messages to VirtualAge (The dev):
VirtualAge, this game is amazing, keep up the great work. Something I highly recommend is modding support so curators could
help you improve the game at a faster rate.
. Amazing atmosphere and just beautiful. I am really looking forward to sinking my teeth in some more of the puzzles. The
world is just sucking me in.. Very fond of this game so far. Took me a little bit to get the hang of it,but its all good now.
If your looking for a challenging open wolrd game with great crafting this is your game.. Total piece of unsupported crapware. It
just crashes immediately after
the opening Logo. Win8.1 on a decent Alienware machine. Buyer beware.
This game most likely will not run for you either.
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